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F

or much of its recent history, the Foreign FARA Background, the Lawyer Exemption, and DOJ Advisory
Opinions
Agents Registration Act (FARA)1
FARA requires any person acting as an “agent of a foreign principal”
rested upon the shelves of the U.S.
to register with the DOJ. Registration requires disclosing certain
information, such as the agent’s agreements with, income from, and
Department of Justice (DOJ) like an
antique relic—dusty and unused, but potentially expenditures on behalf of the foreign principal. However, among the
exemptions from FARA’s registration requirements is the so-called
returnable to active service. Indeed, after its
“lawyer exemption.”4 This section exempts lawyers from registration
enactment in 1938, the record of prosecutions in while also smuggling in an exception to the exemption. Specifically,
§ 613(g) exempts from the registration requirements:
more recent years was unremarkable, with only
seven criminal prosecutions between 1966 and
Any person qualified to practice law, insofar as he engages
2015.2 That changed significantly in 2016, owing
or agrees to engage in the legal representation of a disclosed
primarily to allegations of Russian interference in
foreign principal before any court of law or any agency of
the government of the United States: Provided, that for the
the U.S. presidential election and a report of the
purposes of this subsection legal representation does not
DOJ Office of Inspector General (OIG) critical of
include attempts to influence or persuade agency personnel
under-enforcement of FARA by DOJ’s National
or officials other than in the course of judicial proceedings,
Security Division (NSD).3
criminal or civil law enforcement inquiries, investigations, or
But FARA is now back in vogue at Main Justice thanks to Paul
Manafort, who pleaded guilty to FARA criminal charges brought by
Special Counsel Robert Mueller, and to the NSD’s January 2019 civil
settlement with renowned international law firm Skadden, Arps,
Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP. Skadden’s settlement offers a cautionary
tale about the circumstances that may trigger FARA registration
requirements and the potential liability for lawyers, law firms, and
any other individuals or entities who represent “foreign principals.”
Below we provide background on FARA and the “lawyer exemption”
under § 613(g), the facts admitted by Skadden in its recent settlement, and compliance lessons to be drawn from this episode. We
conclude with advice for lawyers and others to stay far from FARA’s
tripwires, or else to register when the law requires.

proceedings, or agency proceedings required by statute or
regulation to be conducted on the record.5
In other words, lawyers acting in their traditional capacity as
representatives of a foreign principal in legal proceedings—provided the representation is open and transparent—are not subject
to FARA’s registration requirements. But the exception to that
exemption means that lawyers’ “attempts to influence or persuade”
(e.g., lobbying) outside the context of judicial proceedings, enforcement inquiries, investigations, or on-the-record agency proceedings
are not exempt. Similarly, the regulations implementing FARA
state registrable representation will include “only such attempts to
influence or persuade with reference to formulating, adopting, or
changing the domestic or foreign policies of the United States or with
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reference to the political or public interests, policies, or relations of a
government of a foreign country or a foreign political party.”6 In sum,
lawyers must be mindful that acting on behalf of a foreign principal
may require the lawyer’s (or law firm’s) registration under certain
circumstances.
Given the historical under-enforcement of FARA, the FARA Unit’s
publicly available advisory opinions fill a void in case law. But the
advisory opinions themselves have only recently been made publicly
available—a development signaling increased interest and attention
to the act. Indeed, only in June 2018—on the occasion of the 80th
anniversary of FARA’s enactment and in response to a recommendation in the September 2016 OIG Report—did NSD publicly release
the 49 advisory opinions it’s issued since Jan. 1, 2010.7
The procedure by which potential registrants and their counsel
may obtain advisory opinions is set forth in the FARA regulations.8
DOJ hastens to remind that these advisory opinions (issued in the
form of letters to the inquirers) are not “intended to create any
substantive or procedural rights, privileges, or benefits enforceable
in any administrative, civil, or criminal matter.”9 But these advisory
opinions offer useful guidance nonetheless, especially in the absence
of a wide body of case law.
The lawyer’s exemption in particular has been the subject of
several advisory opinions. A review of these opinions reveals that
the DOJ views the following kinds of conduct by lawyers as requiring
registration under FARA:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Political consulting10;
Lobbying11;
Public relations12 (PR);
Discussions with the U.S. Department of State seeking a waiver
of the revenue rule precluding the courts of one country from
enforcing the tax laws of another country13;
Representation based upon a contingency fee arrangement that
depends upon the success of political activity14;
Attempts in any way to influence U.S. government officials or
sections of the public within the United States with respect to
political or public interest, policies, or relations of the foreign
government15; and
Lobbying Congress and educating U.S. policy-makers about the
proposed acquisition of a U.S. company by a foreign company.16

Under the settlement agreement, Skadden must retroactively
register under FARA, disgorge approximately $4.7 million in payments received and expenses incurred for the work performed on
behalf of Ukraine, continue cooperating with the DOJ, and undertake
stringent FARA compliance and training measures. The settlement
agreement also requires Skadden—180 days after the entry into the
settlement agreement—to submit a written report to the DOJ setting
forth its FARA policies and procedures.
The settlement agreement reveals that in the spring of 2012, the
Ukrainian Ministry of Justice, with help from Manafort, sought to retain
Skadden to prepare a report addressing the prosecution of President
Viktor Yanukovych’s political rival, former Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko. In particular, the Ukrainian Ministry wanted Skadden to prepare
a report “on the evidence and procedures used during the 2011 prosecution and trial of” Tymoshenko and to “address various questions
regarding its fairness.”21 Ultimately, a number of Skadden partners and
associates worked on the report, but Partner-1 led the work.22
In February 2012, Partner-1 emailed Manafort a preliminary
engagement letter, which provided in part that an unidentified “third
party” would pay the law firm a $150,000 retainer for the work.23 In a
subsequent email exchange, Partner-1 confirmed with Manafort that
an unidentified business person would advance Skadden a $4 million
payment to cover the firm’s fees and expenses.24
The government of Ukraine and Skadden then executed an
engagement letter dated April 10, 2012, which called for Skadden to
serve as a “rule of law consultant” and to advise the Ukrainian Ministry of Justice “on a variety of rule of law issues, including those that
[could have arisen] before the European Court for Human Rights.”25
Regarding payment, the April 2012 engagement letter solely provided that Ukraine would pay Skadden the modest fee of approximately
$12,000.26 Skadden, however, understood that the unidentified
third-party business person would fund Skadden’s work. But this
funding arrangement was apparently not disclosed in the April 2012
engagement letter itself, a telltale sign of concealment that could
provide powerful evidence of wrongful intent. Meanwhile, Partner-1
wrote in an April 2012 email (in language similar to that used in the
April 2012 engagement letter) that “the powers that be in NYC … insist—and I agree—that we should include a provision in the retainer
agreement that ‘[Skadden] is not being retained to engage—and will
not engage—in political activities as defined by the Foreign Agents
Registration Act (FARA).’”27

Skadden’s Admission to FARA Violations in a Civil Settlement
Agreement With DOJ

Partner-1’s Involvement in PR Activity Against Advice

On Jan. 15, the NSD entered into a civil settlement agreement with
Skadden to resolve Skadden’s FARA violations. The violations arose
from Skadden’s admitted failure to register as an agent of the government of Ukraine, despite the finding that Skadden, “through certain of
its current and former partners, acted as an agent of the” government
of Ukraine “by contributing to a [government of Ukraine] public relations campaign directed at U.S. media,” as the settlement agreement
and its lengthy appendix recount.17 The settlement agreement also reveals Skadden’s provision of false and misleading responses—through
a former partner of the firm—in response to questions from the FARA
Unit.18 That partner is identified in the settlement agreement as “Partner-1” and is described as “a Washington, D.C., based partner,” who
“has not been associated with [Skadden] since April 13, 2018.”19 Public
reports have surmised that “Partner-1” is in fact former Skadden partner and Obama White House counsel Greg Craig.20

Notwithstanding this fact, the settlement agreement notes that Partner-1 and others “on multiple occasions prior to the report’s release
… sought and received analyses and advice from other [Skadden]
attorneys regarding the potential applicability of FARA to [Skadden’s]
work for the” government of Ukraine.28 This included advice “that
engaging in public relations-related conduct on behalf of [the government of Ukraine] would require that [Skadden] register as a ‘foreign
agent’ under FARA.”29 Furthermore, one of Partner-1’s colleagues,
identified as “Partner-2,” told Partner-1 that the work for Ukraine
“should not include PR advice” and that “somebody else can hire the
PR team and manage that” because Skadden was “in [it] as lawyers,
not spin doctors.”30 To this, Partner-1 replied: “Good advice.”31
While working on the report, however, the role of Partner-1
morphed into a PR function. Indeed, according to the settlement
agreement, Partner-1:
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•
•
•

•
•

 orked closely with a PR firm responsible for rolling out the
W
Ukraine’s PR strategy;
Provided a journalist with information regarding the planned
timing of the publication of the report32;
Personally emailed the journalist a copy of the report prior to
its publication in the Ukraine on Dec. 13, 2012, and offered to
hand-deliver a copy of the report to the journalist’s home33;
Provided a quotation to the journalist for use in an article published on the day of the report’s publication in the Ukraine34; and
Provided an advance copy of the report to a lobbyist and communicated with the journalist regarding speaking with the lobbyist.35

In addition, other Skadden attorneys working on the report
gained familiarity with the Ukraine’s PR strategy, which in part was
aimed at U.S. media outlets and U.S. politicians. Other Skadden attorneys, moreover, worked with Manafort to assist with the development and implementation of the ministry’s PR strategy.
As noted above, the settlement agreement reflects a substantial
paper trail revealing the FARA-related concerns of Skadden lawyers
if Skadden were to assume a PR role in connection with the report.
Skadden’s eventual civil settlement with the DOJ is perhaps even
more surprising against the backdrop of this kind of evidence, which
would ordinarily be sufficient for prosecutors to prove willful intent
in a criminal prosecution.

DOJ’s FARA Unit Initiates Inquiries Following the Report’s
Publication
On Dec. 18, 2012, after the government of Ukraine published the
report and The New York Times published an article about it on the
same day of its publication,36 the FARA Unit initiated inquiries with
Skadden and advised the firm that its work for the Ukraine government may have triggered a FARA registration requirement. Specifically, the FARA Unit sent a letter to Skadden requesting the firm
provide information addressing, among other topics, “the activities
the firm … engaged in or the services it … rendered to the Ministry
of Justice of the government of Ukraine” and the firm’s agreements,
if any, with the Ukraine.37
Skadden’s written response included several material omissions.
For example, the response omitted any reference to Partner-1’s
involvement with the Ukraine’s PR strategy, including his outreach to
media or his interactions with a lobbyist and PR firm in connection
with Skadden’s work.38 Partner-1 instead reiterated the contents of
the April 2012 engagement letter between Skadden and the Ukraine
government and merely explained that Skadden had an “oral agreement with a private citizen of Ukraine in which that individual agreed
to contribute funds to help pay for the work.”39
In April 2013, the FARA Unit sent a second letter of inquiry, this
time addressed to Partner-1 himself. In this letter the FARA Unit
asked: “To whom, if anyone, did your firm release or distribute the
report and when?” and “Did you or anyone in your firm have any
media interviews or comments to the media, public, or government
officials about the report and the findings of your firm?”40 The FARA
Unit also requested information about Skadden’s compensation
arrangement with the Ukraine ministry, including the identity of the
“private citizen,” the amount of money that person paid, and “any
other sources of money” paid toward Skadden’s services.41
Skadden’s second response, again authored by Partner-1 and
Partner-2, but submitted by Partner-1 under Partner-1’s signature,

contained both false statements and omissions that misled the FARA
Unit.42 For example, the response stated that Partner-1 “provided
brief clarifying statements about the report” to a journalist in part “to
correct misinformation that the media had received,” without revealing that in fact Partner-1 had initiated contact with the journalist and
shared an advance copy of the report with the journalist.43
In September 2013, the FARA Unit informed Partner-1 that the
FARA Unit had concluded that Skadden was required to register as
an agent due to is sharing of the report with the media and communications with the media.44 Through a series of false and misleading
representations to the FARA Unit, however, Partner-1 was able to get
the FARA Unit to reverse course and conclude that Skadden in fact
was not required to register.
In an Oct. 11, 2013, letter to the FARA Unit, Partner-1 falsely told
investigators that Skadden distributed the report only in response to
media requests, when in fact Partner-1 had initiated contact with a
journalist and shared the report with that journalist.45 Partner-1 also
failed to disclose that he had released the report, prior to its publication, to a lobbyist and had put the journalist and lobbyist in contact
with each other.46 In reliance upon Partner-1’s misrepresentations,
the FARA Unit reversed its initial position and advised Skadden it
had “no present obligation to register under FARA.”47
The settlement agreement requires Skadden to register retroactively as a foreign agent under FARA and disgorge all money paid
for its services (and expenses incurred) on behalf of the Ukraine
government—a sum of $4,657,568.91, which dwarfs what it would
otherwise have cost Skadden to register as a foreign agent (a fee of
$305 for initial registration statements and supplemental registration
statements).48 Partner-1, meanwhile, has his own exposure and, according to reports, is being investigated by the U.S. Attorney’s Office
for the Southern District of New York.49

Lessons Learned From the Skadden Settlement Agreement
The conduct described above fits well within the exception to the
“lawyer exemption” in § 613(g). As noted above, although § 613(g)
generally exempts legal representation of foreign principals when
such representation is open and transparent and in the traditional
nature of legal representation—i.e., “legal representation of a disclosed foreign principal before any court of law or any agency of the
government of the United States”—the exception to that exemption
(i.e., work that requires registration) is nontraditional work by lawyers in the nature of political or PR activity. Skadden’s involvement
in the government of Ukraine’s PR campaign directed at the United
States fell well within this exception to the exemption.
But this is hardly surprising. Indeed, for years, the DOJ has
viewed PR activity on behalf of a foreign government or other
principal as core registrable activity under FARA. For example, in
an Aug. 27, 2003, advisory opinion, the FARA Unit stated unequivocally that the lawyer exemption “would not apply if [the law firm’s]
representation … expanded [beyond representation in litigation] to
include political consulting or activity including lobbying or public
relations.”50 Thus, as uncertain as the line of demarcation may be in
some instances, there is broad agreement that PR activity requires
registration.
The Skadden episode is a reminder—for lawyers, law firms, and
laypeople who engage with foreign clients—to gain familiarity with
FARA and its requirements and to register when appropriate. Law
firms and others who represent foreign individuals or entities can
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find, in Skadden’s settlement agreement, helpful guidance on what
the DOJ considers to be important FARA compliance measures,
including:
1. A
 dopting client intake procedures to identity direct or indirect
activity of a foreign principal potentially triggering a FARA
registration requirement;
2. P
 romoting FARA awareness through training and messaging to
relevant personnel;
3. A
 dopting a policy on FARA compliance that offers guidance relating to (a) identifying, tracking, and monitoring foreign client
relationships with potential FARA implications; (b) approval
processes for engagements that may create FARA registration
requirements; (c) mechanisms to review FARA obligations
at the time of the intake of a new matter or while rendering
services; and (d) procedures for appropriately responding to
inquiries from the FARA Unit.
Law firm ethics counsel are well positioned to develop a “FARA
Compliance Team”—akin to the department or group that manages
conflict checks—to review foreign client engagement letters and
to confirm that work performed for foreign clients does not trigger
FARA registration requirements. To be sure, even these measures
are not foolproof. Indeed, as the Skadden case illustrates, the acts
of isolated individuals in violation of company policy may be difficult
or impossible to pre-empt. And even a robust compliance program
may have been insufficient to uncover the conduct of Partner-1 in
Skadden’s case. Nonetheless, to minimize the risk of civil and even
criminal exposure, law firms should evaluate (or, as may more often
be the case, create) FARA compliance policies and procedures.
Waiting for a FARA Unit inquiry in order to develop such a program
is ill-advised and is likely to be too little too late. 
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